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Here, in the historic center, this Metropolis
Jochen Boberg

With A Heart has an open wound.
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Ulrike Damm Our walk
through the valley begins at the
Talburgtor (old town hall tower).
It towers up mightily.
Markus Uhrig Yes, and the archway
frames the starting point, the round
fountain of the brook couple of Strohhammerbach and Bächl.
Did the brook ﬂow here like
this before?
Not exactly. It did not ﬂow as far as the
gate, but rather turned further ahead.
But with the brook I would like to
connect the two gates of Heinrichstadt
and Ludwigstadt.
So, the historic streams are
nothing more than an inspiration.
That’s right. A detailed reconstruction
of the historical course of the brook is
not intended.
Are further bridges planned?
They are intended to encourage
lingering and are therefore furnished
with benches.
Markus says this, it should not
be cursive, right? You mean the
trees.
Yes.

… that you don’t like.
I do like them, just not here.
What does that mean for your
planning?
I would like to take away these trees
Take away. Sounds more
harmless than it is …
I know, but new trees are to be
planted that do not follow the course
of the stream arbitrarily, but rather as
a green ribbon. This would strengthen
the effect of the stream.
And the trees would become
a design element.
Yes. At the moment they destroy the
view of the architecture.
Intentionally positioned, they would
allow a view of the city skyline with its
historical references.
There are very many such historical
touch-points here. In total there were,
for example, ﬁve instances of this
architectural specialty where a pair of
city gates would facing each other.
Here in the Tal it is the city gate of
Heinrichstadt and that of Ludwigstadt.
It is the last couple left that way.
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And you pick up on this Munich
city history again.
Yes. The story of the Tal is not an
invention of mine. But I make it visible
with contemporary architecture. It
has something to do with historical
heritage. Why should one ignore it?
Why should the middle ages be
reinstalled today?
I would like to tell people about
it, but with modern architectural
means. Medieval Munich will not be
reinstalled but reinterpreted.
In any case, the current state
tells us very little.
Precisely. That’s a shame because the
story is interesting.
Among other things, it is about the
encounter between Heinrich (the lion)
and Ludwig (the Bavarian), an installation on the humpback bridge.
In a ﬁgurative sense.
Yes. It’s about Heinrichstadt and
Ludwigstadt and the two respective
city gates. The history of these two
cities is unique; the city within the city.
Heinrichstadt as the core city and then
the visible extension up to the newer
city gates opposite.
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Part of this story is that the street
names at the earlier locations of
the Heinrichstadt city gates change,
although the streets behind them
simply continue. From Marienplatz
you turn right into Weinstraße and
then behind the former location of the
Wilprechttores (Hinteres Schwabinger
Tor), the street is suddenly called
Theatinerstraße. Although it is still the
same street, a name change has taken
place behind the gate. On the other
side, Dienerstraße becomes Residenzstraße behind the former Rose Tower
(Vorderes Schwabinger Tor).
It’s typically Bavarian and I think it’s
wonderful that these name changes
have been retained after the war, even
if in the end it’s only the street signs
that refer to the past.
Everything else is no longer the
way it was.
No. However, this destruction already
happened in the 19 th century.
This time was a powerful bloodletting for Munich. A lot was demolished,
including many houses, the typically
richly painted town houses.

They wanted to be modern.
Modern in the sense of historicism. Back then, people referred to
historical forms and wanted to keep
up with European cities. There were
no Munich-speciﬁc construction
methods.
Are the paintings typically
Munich?
Yes, but richly painted as you can
see on the old town clerk’s house, for
example. Today it’s called the Weinstadl. There were many houses in this
style, but they were painted much
more ornamentally than those that you
can still see here today. The regional
assembly used to stand where the new
town hall now stands. These different
regions were delegated to Bavaria
and were all depicted on this house by
rich paintings. The adjoining houses
and those on the opposite side of the
street, which has been completely
destroyed, were also painted in this
style.
All the houses there have been
cleared and repositioned in the style
of the 1950s.
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Cleared away and replaced.
These are nice organizational
terms. That’s what it was all
about after the war.
Yes. After World War II, no one wanted
to know anything about the past. They
looked for new forms of identiﬁcation.
Where exactly did the stream
ﬂow and where should it ﬂow?
The stream that I want to reinstall is
actually made up of two streams. The
western one was the Strohhammer
Bach and the eastern one – towards
Isartor - was the Bächl. Both streams
were abandoned in the 18th century.
The Strohhammer Bach ﬂowed off
towards the north via Mäderbräugasse.
I take these two brooks as an opportunity and optically connect Heinrichstadt with Ludwigstadt via the two city
gates.
That’s why I have also lengthened the
streams.
You say: it’s about identity.
Yes, I think it could be interesting for
the people of Munich to know what
their city was like in the past.
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Was the identity of the city of
Munich easier to see in the past
than it is today?
Yes, I think so. Today the cities have
become very similar. Typical characteristics have fallen victim to pragmatism.
In fact, only a few things remains that
are typical of Munich. For example,
something like the Heiliggeistkirche.
It used to be the hospital church of the
then adjoining medieval Heiliggeistspital, today Viktualienmarkt. At that
time, the entire complex including the
adjoining city wall and city towers was
torn down in favor of what could disrespectfully be described as wooden
stalls, but that’s another story.
If the Tal is rebuilt according to
your plans, the houses you see
today will certainly not convey
the identity of the city either.
No, but the identity is conveyed
through the two facing gates. They
are a strong symbol of Munich’s
identity. By reclaiming the stream,
I am bringing them together again.
Perhaps the historical naming comes
from this brook.

After all, it was the border for the
valley of Mary, which belonged as
a parish to the cathedral, and the
valley of Petri, which belonged to
old Peter.
In Munich there were a lot of city
streams and even today we supposedly have 178 km of them.
The underground metro, the construction of which was greatly advanced by
the Munich Olympics, brought their
demise. Back then, many were simply
ﬁlled in.
The stream would give the Tal
a different atmosphere.
Yes. It would invite people to linger.
There would be no cars, no bicycles,
but there would be seating everywhere …
Also on the bridges …
Yes, there are also benches on the
bridges, so-called bridge balconies.
In your text you talked about
“making something tangible.”
That always sounds a bit clichéd to
me, because if you look at the scenery
here, you could already have the
impression of a certain experience:
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A gentleman is resting on a bench,
coffee is being drunk over there,
people are eating next to it, a group is
sitting here, two friends are strolling …
Still, would you say this place
doesn’t work … How exactly
should the experience be experienced?
I would like to dedicate the place a lot
more to the people.
That means what?
This street area is currently far behind
its potential. It is mainly dedicated
to consumption. You can eat or buy
something in many places, but you
have little incentive to stick around.
People cross the Tal because they
either want to eat or buy something, because they live in one of
the houses or have appointments, or
because they have to reach the other
side.
But they do not linger because there is
no reason for it. That means they have
no interest in the place itself because
it gives them nothing: neither contemplation nor historical anchoring, therefore no inspiration.
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You mean: this place doesn’t tell
a story.
Yes, it doesn’t say anything. But I am
very sure, the dialogue between the
two city gates, whose relationship is
becoming visible again, the stream
with its bridges and bridge balconies:
these elements will tell a story and
convey a different attitude towards life.
Don’t you think that will affect
people’s moods too?
Yes, that can have a good affect on
their mood and their behavior. Yes,
architecture has always had an impact
on people.
At the moment this place
doesn’t seem formed. The
intention that used to exist is
missing.
Gottfried Knapp described this
very clearly in his text: The Isartor
is a disruptive factor today and
the opposite of what it used to be,
namely the entrance gate. It has now
become the closed bolt. The trafﬁc
is diverted to the outside in the area
where the city wall used to stand:
the city gate is a bolt, the city wall is
an opening.

And your plan is to make the
Isartor the representative
entrance to the eastern old
town again.
Exactly. It is also the only city gate that
has been completely preserved.
Could the Tal in its uniqueness
become a kind of tourist attraction for Munich?
I think that you could understand the
historical conditions of the city at
this place. For many people it would
certainly be a reason to take a look
at the Tal with the two city gates,
the stream and the then trafﬁc-free
boulevard. Besides that, it would be
a calming, almost relaxing place.
What is left of the four other
locations in which two city gates
faced each other?
There are still three of the four main
gates: the Sendlinger Tor, the Isartor
and the Karlstor, but apart from the
Isartor they all lack the Heinrichstadt
counterpart.
There are actually two main axes that
ended with the Ludwigstadt gate. The
east-west axis went from Isartor to
Stachus, the south-north axis went
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from Sendlinger Tor to Schwabinger
Tor (Odeonsplatz).
The two main axes had their intersection at Marienplatz. Marienplatz was
a very important place for Bavaria,
because Bavaria’s geographic
measurement started from where
the Mariensäule statue stands. You
could say it was the geographical
zero point and thus a very important
inter section. Of course, the origin
of this entire system is the Salt Road,
since Henry the Lion redirected
the Bavarian salt trade for through
Munich.
Here we are now at the former
location of the humpback bridge,
Hochbrückenstraße.
It used to be the case that the
humpback bridge crossed the
Katzenbach, only the Katzenbach is
not of the same importance for the
valley as the small streams that are
responsible for the naming of Tal
Mariä and Tal Petri. The Katzenbach
only crosses the valley at certain
points, so I rotate the humpback
bridge. It is the largest of all the
bridges.
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How would you describe the
shape of the bridges in relation
to the buildings that stand
here?
They are solid bridges made of
a high-quality concrete that comes
close to limestone quality. When
choosing the material, I was inspired
by the historic Isartor Bridge. It used
to be a ﬁve or six-arched, massive
bridge made of natural stone. I would
like to rebuild it in a modern, simpliﬁed form. I continue this bridge motif
in a total of three different sizes in the
valley.
The houses all stay as they are.
Yes. But I would highlight architecturally important houses with light at
night.
What for example?
Of course the two gates. Then there
are a few older buildings, most of
which do not date from the Wilhelminian era, but still have a pleasant ﬂair.
The white brauhaus, the Heiliggeistkirche, the tower of the Heiliggeistkirche. They would always be illuminated.

Have you received any
feedback from residents or
business people in the Tal
about your plans?
I invited some people from the Tal
and introduced them to the new
concept. They were quite positive.
Many ﬁnd the state of urban development in the Tal rather unsatisfactory
and are happy that there are new
considerations.
And here we are again at the
Isartor.
Yes. In front of it there is a square basin
in which the stream ends, the “end
point”.
Now we’re going through the
Isartor and as Gottfried Knapp
described it, it’s actually lifethreatening. You have to be
afraid of being run over.
That’s why I want to lower everything
behind the Isartor.
Lowering? In which dimension
do you have to imagine this?
A moat thirty meters wide, roughly the
width of the former city moat. In the
area of the Isartor, the old town ring
is then led in an arch over the empty
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Isartorplatz, which creates space for
the city moat.
That is a monumental architectural intervention.
That’s right, but by lowering this area,
the trafﬁc noise is kept away and
a little oasis is created.
And it accentuates the Isartor.
In the embankment, south of the
Isartor, there would then be restaurants that prepare their dishes with
products that can be bought locally at
the Viktualienmarkt.
And the Westenriederstraße
would not be affected by your
plans?
As far as possible, but I would also
like to see a city stream there that
would be part of a guided scenic
walk along the stream. It would lead
from the Isartor through the Tal, past
the Viktualienmarkt, to the Rosental.
There it crosses the Viktualienmarkt
and from there, before dropping into
the two-meter lower city moat on
Zwingerstraße, wandering past the
terraces of the gourmet restaurants,
back to the Isartor.

Here, at the Heiliggeistkirche, there
was also a great building. The street
was built over and there were different
passages. The Heiliggeistkirche was
two or three yokes shorter. Above
this gate was a covered corridor that
led to the Porkirche, to the gallery
of the Heiliggeistkirche. There was
still a town hall here, south of the
Talburgtor, which was the registry
ofﬁce, and the bigwigs could walk
safely to this Porkirche via the covered
corridor.
And they also demolished this
building in the 19th century?
Yes, and it would be nice if there
was another building here at the
city gate. The gap to the Talburgtor
could be closed again by means of an
arcade. Scenes of the Viktualienmarkt
were painted on the entrance gate to
the butcher’s row and the Viktualienmarkt.

It would be a house with
a passage.
Yes. There are different passages.
Here the Stadtbach would run again.
Branching off from the newly created
Talbach and following the course of
the historic Rossschwemmbach to the
Rosental.
And the painting that is so
typical for Munich?
Based on the paintings that the gate
once had I would have a new mural
applied to this gate.
Is the material always the same
stone?
Yes. Here would be the same stone
as the bridges. This would create
connections that are important to me.
And at this point the covered corridor
would run to the southern end of the
Talburgtor.
How do you place the trees?
The trees should be planted according
to a coherent concept.

They should be considered
together with the architecture.
Absolutely. That is a very important
point. As part of an architectural
solution, I would, as I said, place the
trees parallel to the stream in our
case. The houses would be taller than
the trees so that they don’t obscure
the city skyline. The trees would
be cut quite ﬂat and form shady
umbrellas.
You can see the buildings very well
on a historical drawing: in the foreground the high bridge, then the
tower of the Heiliggeistkirche, the old
Peter, the Talburgtor. Through the
mighty trees here we can no longer
see any of this.
From which vantage point can
you see both gates?
In the area of the high bridge, where
there are also benches, you could see
both gates.

This idea of a visual axis was
destroyed by the mighty trees.
Yes. They wanted trees and in doing so
they ignored everything else. Actually,
trees have no place in the medieval
city anyway. The city was a bulwark
against nature and intended as
a protection. Nature was left outside.
The monument ofﬁce still insists that
trees be kept out of the old town. But
I only partially agree with that. I really
would like to bring trees in parallel to
the stream.
Yes, people also have a legitimate need for nature.
Yes, of course. This is also justiﬁed
because of the urban climate. But the
city must remain legible and also be in
the foreground. At the moment that is
not the case.
All cities try to emphasize their
special features, what deﬁnes
them, to protect their identity.
But many also gamble away

their opportunities. Why is that?
Did people previously have
more access to their intuition
when building?
Yes, I think so. In the past, houses were
often built without architects. People
had a different relationship to their
built environment. They were more
directly involved with it and also made
use of the material that was found in
their respective region.
Today it’s all about resources,
speed, costs and economy. And
consequently, when building
around grids and reproduction.
What was tried and tested was
classiﬁed as such or not and was
re-used when appropriate.
Of course, there are no forms of
expression that were common back
then. People wanted to mirror themselves with their houses and thus
represent who they were. Most of
the time they only had this one place

where they lived. That was different
then than it is today, in our globalized
world. The people built their houses
in which they then lived. Today we go
into a house because there is an apartment available, at least that’s how it is
in the cities.
Houses were an expression
of an idea of life, a way of life.
As they stand here now, that
thought has been lost.
That’s what I’m talking about with the
brook. I want people to be guided
through the street, in an almost poetic
sense, as Gottfried Knapp called it.
Along the stream ...
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